
Verbal outbursts
disrupt Centennial
day celebration

Verbal outbursts, protesting
the University's conferral of an
honorary degree to Princess
Ashraf Pahlavi, disrupted the
Pomp marking the Centennial
Commemoration Day celebration
Sunday. •

The ceremony culminated
the Centennial year's events,
featuring President Muller, Board
of Trustees Chairman Robert
Harvey, and ex-Presidents Milton
Eisenhower and Lincoln Gordon.
Honorary degrees were given to
Rector Tito Carnacini, President
of the University of Bologna

(Italy); Iranian Princess Ashraf
Pahlavi, the Shah's twin sister;
and Lord Eric Ashby, recently
retired master of Clare College,
Cambridge University. Also
present at the ceremonies were
presidents of twenty-six
Maryland colleges and presidents
of thirteen other institutions,
including David Saxon
(California) and Dale Corson
(Cornell).

In the main address, Lord
Ashby spoke of the needs and
dangers facing scholarly study in
the future. He expressed concern
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that modern society has not
evolved socially far enough to
assure stability.

He asked. "Should prophecy
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Efficacy of I Council
By RUSS SMITH

The ability of President Mike
Lenardo to effectively lead the
Student Council has been called
into question by numerous
members of the council who
contend that, in the words of one
member. "a general sense of
absurdity permeates the
council."

Several SC reps have stated
that the political infighting which
has accelerated throughout the
year has severely hampered the
Council's capacity to function
"in the best interests of the
student body." The infighting
has come to a head in recent
weeks over the placement of
election ballot boxes on campus.
With Council

electionsscheduled to begin
March 10, the SC voted three
weeks ago to remove ballot boxes
from the freshmen dining halls,
and one week later considered a
motiOn to reverse that decision.
The freshman class, because of
the convenience afforded by the
cafeteria voting booths, have
exerted in the past a somewhat
disproportinate influence on
elections.

Senior class president Alan
Fink charged that Lenardo
employed "bribery, threats and
coercion" in an effort to gain his
support in having the issue
reconsidered. Fink said,
"Lenardo told me that unless I
start showing concern for the
student body, he will take the
400-500 votes over which he
holds sway and see that they will
not vote for me for Young
Trustee in the upcoming
election." "He said he had sway
over 400-500 votes and that I
should think about it," Fink
continued.

Fink and at least three other
Council members are running for
the position of Young Trustee.

Lenardo denied that he
threatened Fink in such a
manner, stating, "I spoke to Alan

a week ago because he had
slandered me over the ballot box
issue and I asked him then how
in good conscience he could run
for Young Trustee. This
constituted to him a threat."

Lenard() said he does not
approve of the removal of the
ballot boxes and would have
favored, instead, further
encouragements for
upperclassmen to vote.

The other Trustee candidates
denied that they had been
approached by Lenardo, but
according to certain Council
members the denials were "only
official" and made out of a
"sense of obligation."

Mike Lenardo
This latest political

confrontation within the Council
is symptomatic of the general
malaise that has beset the SC.

The ballot box issue was "so
politically motivated on both
sides," stated Leah Seidenfeld,
junior class rep. "I didn't vote.
I'm so disenchanted with the
student council."
Sophomore class

representative Jill Leukhardt also
abstained on the motionto
reconsider the ballot box shift.
"Michael had made it plain that

questioned
he wanted us to go along with
him." The political infighting has
"gotten to the point where it's
ridiculous" Leukhardt said.
Noting that neither students nor
administrators have confidence in
Lenardo, Leukhardt observed "I
think it's been a bad year for the
SC. Let me qualify that. We did a
lot of things that were
worthwhile, but it's been a
struggle."

"Mike refuses to use
parlimentary procedure, unless
it's in his interest," she
continued.

However, Louise Firestone,
soph rep, stated "It's not just
Mike. I'm dissatisfied with the
council on the whole. I don't
trust people in the council and
can't know whether people have
just self interest in mind."

"SC can be a viable body,
but it's not for me now. . . the
council is involved in trivial
matters when it does get things
done," she added.

Lenardo asserted that "there
are some people on the Council
who've been unwilling to support
the SC for personal reasons.
Maybe this indicates these people
don't have the interests of the
undergraduates at heart."

He also contended that
certain members are making
these charges against him now,
near elections for their own
political advantage.

"The future of the SC looks
bleak," maintained Gail Ingber,
senior class rep. "No one wants
to do anything. The mood is one
of depression. There is no
motivation to do anything.
People are generally disgusted
with Michael. . . he can't ask you
to do something in a nice way,"
she said.

SC Treasurer Ron Bialek
said, in reference to Fink's
allegations, "If what Alan says is
true and impeachment
preceedings are set up, then I'll
support them."

become an academic discipline?"
Lord Ashby responded with "My
own answer is yes, but yes with
reservations." He then
enumerated the difficulties which
would be encountered in the
development of any such
curriculum.

"Social and political
institutions have been allowed to
become obsolescent in a way
which industrial institutions have
not," Lord Ashby said. He went
on to say that there are only two
ways to stabilize the complex
society of today. "One is
despotism and the other
consensus."

The disruption occurred
when Provost Harry Woolf
completed reading the citation

accompanying the honorary
Doctorate of Laws awarded the
Princess. Three persons • in the
balcony began shouting .such
slogans as "She's a criminal" and
"How many times has she been
arrested for heroin?"

Five demonstrators were
bodily dragged from the theater
balcony by security forces, and
taken to Central District police
headquarters and booked on
charges of disorderly conduct.
One of these arrested was an
Iranian living in Baltimore. The
other four were United States
citizens. A sixth protestor was
said to have escaped in the
confusion.

Princess Ashraf declined
comment on the protest.

Officials question
pre-med report

By BOB BUCHANAN
Numerous academic officials

have sharply criticized a
prelimiary report on Hopkins'
pre-medical recommendations
procedure prepared by the
Student Council aiid AED, the
pre-med honorary society.

Objections to the report,
which is highly critical of the
University's recommendations
procedure for pre-med students,
centers around its alleged
"statistical inaccuracy" and the
recommendations derived from
that data.

Statistics on the percent of
pre-medical students at other
colleges and universities, and of
acceptance rates of pre-medical
students at those institutions are
"inaccurate and include gaps"
according to Dean of Academic
Programs Sigmund Suskind. "The
data is interesting but far from
conclusive."

Of the numbers included in
the report, Dean of Arts and
Sciences George Owen says, "I
don't believe them."

Pamela Chevers, co-author of
the report flatly denied the
official charges of inaccuracies.
"The numbers were abtained by
various colleges and universities
answers to our questionaire. Who
are we to question their
answers?" She indicated that the
final report, to be made public
next week, will likely not be
significantly altered from its
preliminary form.

Suskind, who will ultimately
decide on all final changes in the
recommendations procedure,
explained that the students were
"trying to obtain data that is
very difficult to obtain."

"We've been collecting data
for years in this area and we
know that schools are always .
quite reticent to release accurate
information regarding statistics
on premeds."

Dean Owen said, "The other
schools have been playing this
game for eyars on pre-med
statistics." Specifically, Owen,
questioned Harvard University's
statistic that 17 par cent of its
undergraduate student body is
pre-med. Owen feels the figure
for Harvard, as well as for most
other schools included in the
report, is actually much higher.

Another Homewood House
spokesman expressed doubt over
Boston University's reply to the
joint AED and SC survey that
66% of its pre-meds are accepted
into medical school. With an
undergraduate student body of
16,000 and a "less that
excellent" reputation for
pre-medical education, the source
said it is unlikely that the actual
figure is that high. Spokesmen
for the joint student committee
also expressed some doubt over
the validity of this particular
statistic.,

One University official went
so far as to call the data basis
used in the report "flimsy" and
added that the report in general
was indicative of a "poor" job by
AED and the SC.

The report's preparers did
say they were "rushed" in their
efforts to prepare a
comprehensive report in time to
have a potential effect on next
year's pre-medical
recommendations procedure.

Admitting that the report
see PRE—MED, page 9
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meetings academe

CAMPUS NOTES_

The Hopkins Fred Harris for
President Committee will hold its
next regular meeting on Wed., Feb.
25 at 4 p.m. in Conference Room A.
Interested persons who cannot attend
should call Jim McBride at 403 or
624 fur further information.

The Goucher-Hopkins Russian Club
will hold its next meeting on Wed.,
Feb. 25 at 5:30 p.m. in the Hueb.eck

. Cafeteria Lounge at Goucher College.
Hopkins students should take 5 p.m
shu ttle and we will meet at the
shuttle stop (Van Meter Hain.
Officers will be elected at this
meeting. All interested students of
the Russian language are urged to
attend.

There will be a very important
meeting of the Young Republican
Club this evening, Tues., Feb. 24 at
7:30 in the J&H Rooms. Mr. George
Beel, Senator J. Glann Beall's brother
and campaign manager in Dttltimore
will be guest speaker. For more
information, contact John M. Allen.
Box 2233, or J. Steven Simms, 103
Griffin House. All members and
prospective members are urged to
attend.

There will be a meeting of the
Organization Against Hunger this
Wed., Feb. 25 at 7 p.m. in Gilman 10.
Anyone interested is urged to attend
and bring a friend with you. If you
are unable to attend contact Jim
Lourie at Box 662.

Hullabaloo staff-there will be an
important meeting Thurs., Feb. 26 at
7:30 p.m. in Rogers 204. All
production staff (layout and copy)
please attend. We're working on the
March deadline.

Sight Point Institute
is a summer community of
scholars for outstanding
students interested in lit-
erature, psychology, and
philosophy. The instructional
system, like that at Oxford, is
based on intensive tutorials.
Excellent recreational oppor-
tunities are provided by a
rural setting on the coast of
Nova Scotia. For information,
write to Sight Point Institute,
361 60th Street, Oakland, CA
94618.

BIRTH
CONTROL et
ABORTION
SERVICES.
HILLCREST CLINIC &
COUNSELING SERVICE
BALTIMORE, MD.
(301) 788-4400
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TIRE SPECIALISTS

Domestic/Import

Buy Michelin, Goodyear,

Saxon, Astrostar,

Bridgestone, and more.

W1101.SESALE PRICES

FREE MOUNTING

"Spin Balancing on Premise"

Mag Wheels Sold &

Installed

ATLANTIC TIRE

WI IOLSESALERS, INC.

866-6400

1

• 
Make-ups for

ECFMG missed lessons

NAIL MED. FOS
1' NAT'L DENTAL -BIS!

Call:
• (202) 244-3010

Md. - D.C. - Va.

EDUCATIONAL CANTER

There will be a varsity track meeting
on Tues., Feb. 24 at 3 p.m. to draw
equipment from the cage.

There will be a meeting for all those
interested in planning women's
studies courses on Thurs., Feb. 26 at
6 p.m. in Conference Room B.

services
The BIA wrestling tournament will be
held Tues., Feb. 24 at 7 p.m.
Weigh-ins will be at 6 p.m. Single
elimination, NCAA style. Open to all
dorms, frat, and independents. For
more info, call Tom Locraft,
243-4150 or Philip Gilly ext 1543.

H-Peg and AED will sponsor
"Marco," a documentary film on the
borth of a child. A young couple's
experience with the birth of their
first child by the LaMaze method of
natural childbirth. Everyone is
welcome. Garrett Room, 7:30 p.m.,
Feb. 25. No charge. For further
information, call 889-1491.

On Tues., Feb. 24 at 5:30 p.m. in
Barton 114, The American Society of

Civil Engineers Student Chapter will
present Mr. Gordon Betz, speaking on
"The Interelationships of Various
Engineering Disciplines." For more
inforamtion, contact Fred de I. Pena
at 539-1600. Ext. 79.

A certain campus organization is
looking for a young, intelligent
healthy, and sane individual to be
new technical whiz. Electrical
engineering experience preferred. Box
2279.
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BaseKhon wiMow U.S Caton

All students are invited to participa.
in a Bible Study sponsored by the
Hopkins Christian Fellowship this
Thursday at 7-8:30 p.m. in
Conference Room A. The topic will
be "Grace and Works." Those
interested in investigating the claims
of Christ are encouraged to attend.
For more info, contact Dave Mulock
at 366-0275.

The Chaplain's Office and the M.
Carey Thomas Women's Center are
presenting the films "The 'End of
One," a wordless allegory on modern
society, and "Buddhism, Man, and
Nature," which depicts the Buddhist
concept of the unity of man. The

films will be shown on Thurs., Feb.
26 at 3 p.m. and 8:45 p.m. in Shaffer
3. Free admission.

Open auditions for the Barnstormers'
production of Story Theatre will take
place on Mon., March 1 in the Little
Theatre and on Tues., March 2 in the
Garrett Room at 7 p.m. All Hopkins
and Goucher students are invited to
attend. No preparation in necessary
but scripts are available in Hutzler
Reading Room. Anyone interested in
working tech should come also.

Down to the Wire Dept.: Hey folks,
right now is the biggest joke we got is
the amount of copy submitted. What
can we do? Realizing that JHU is not
particularly conducive to great
hilarity (except on certain
transcripts), we will be conducting a
"How to be Funny" Symposium,
tommorow, Feb. 25. It'll be in the
old Glass Pavilion, so how's about
dropping by around 5:00? If ya can't
come, drop a note to box 1069, c/o
the Hopkins Satirical Society.
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Collection of Words, the Hopkins
literary journal, is currently accepting
prose, verse, and graphics for this
year's issue. All prose and verse pieces
must be duplicates of the originals.
Only graphics will be returned.
Deadline for submissions is April 1.
Send all material to Box 989. For
further information, contact Tim
Ridley, 366-7240. All members of
the Hopkins community are
welcomed to submit.

The Undergraduate Science Bulletin
is now accepting papers for
consideration to be published in the
Spring, 1976, issue. Topics include
reviews and original research in the
natural sciences and related areas
(such as psychology and the history
of science, as well as related fields in
the mathematical and engineering -
sciences). Deadline is Monday, March
15, 1976.    Only .submission by
undergraduates will be accepted. For
more information, contact the editors
at Box 392. Twenty-five dollar prize
for the best paper.

The Division of Arts and Sciences and
the Bologna Center of the School of
Advanced International Studies are
cooperating in a program for selected
undergraduates at the Bologna
Center. Interested students must
apply by Feb. 25. For more
information, see Dean of
Undergraduate and Graduate Studies
Sigmund Suskind.

Italian author halo Calvini will read
and discuss his works at 8 p.m. in the
Listening-Viewing Room on March 3.

Education and politics in China is the

subject of a half-hour, color film

done by journalist Felix Greene, to

be shown at Noon, Wed., Feb. 25 in

Gilman 336. Free of charge.

Any undergraduate who wishes to
enjoy the prestige of having a paper
published in "Letters and Papers in

the Social Sciences" should send the

original and a xerox copy to Box

2044 for consideration or contact
Jeff Lawrence at ext. 1540 or
Sylvester 206 as soon as possible. The

deadline is March 5.

To Marie Antoinette. Please identify
yourself. N.W.

SS. Philip and James Church (2801
N. Charles) needs
musicians/vocalists for both folk
and choir liturgies. If interested,
contact Fr. Au at 235-2294.

RIDE IS NEEDED to New Orleans
for the intense Mardi Gras.
Accomodations. University ext

1537. Ask for David.

STUDENTS: part- and full-time
ticket orders. $2.30 hour plus raises.
Apply in person 10 a.m. or 4 p.M.
sharp. 517 Main St., LaureL 

TO SUBLET to female student.
April 1 to Sept. 1. One huge part ot
rowhou se in Bolton Hill. $85.
month including utilities. 462-1057.
Ass't furniture (desks, mattresses.
dresser, mirrors, etc.). 243-3936.
366-3300 ext 266. Irving.

SINGERS,* DANCERS, * MUSICIANS
Try out and perform in the 1976 Bicentennial

DISNEY ENTERTAINMENT
WORK E ERIENCE PROGRAM

in cooperation with

The California
Institute of the Arts

Eleven week summer job and
workshops in entertainment
JUNE 13 - AUGUST 28. 1976

Perform in front of thousands while still improving your skills at

Disnegland Walt oo isney World
For qualified college students

Live auditions will be held at the following location:

Monday and Tuesday, March 15 and 16,

12:00 noon to 6:00 p.m.

Equal Opportunity Employer
For further information, please write: Ellen Lem

Administrative Fine Arts Coordinator, Disneyland • 1313 Harbor Blvd Anaheim, CA 92803

Singers, Dancers and Musicians prepare a three minute performance selection.
BRING YOUR MUSIC. Musicians bring your own instruments.

F ordham University
Lincoln Center Campus
Columbus Ave. and 60th St.
New York, New York
in Room SLO5
Lowenstein Center

1976
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Pauling,
By RICH LORRAINE

Drs. Linus C. Pauling, James
D. Watson, and Wolfgang
Panofsky, three of the world's
foremost scientists, spoke in
three separate programs on "The
Impact of Natural Sciences on
Society," a commemoration
weekend symposium chaired by
Dr. Richard A. Zdanis.

Linus C. Pauling
The program was opened

Friday by Dr. Pauling, probably
best known for describing the
alpha-helix of polypeptide
secondary structure, for which he
received the Nobel prize in
Chemistry in 1954. His topic was
"Science and the Well-Being of
People," a subject with which he
is extremely involved, having
won a second Nobel prize, the
Peace award, in 1962.

In introducing his theme,
Pauling commented upon his
Personal preference for science
over other fields of occupation.
Noting the personal satisfaction
of discoveries in this area, he
related the story of a fellow
scientist, who, returning home at
three o'clock in the morning
from his laboratory, was
overjoyed upon realizing that "he
Was the only person in the world
Who knew that the nucleus of
sodium-23 has a spin of
three-halves."

Pauling then addressed
himself to the relation between
monetary income and well-being.
According to quoted figures, 20%
of the entire world's income is
Split equally between two
groups—the very rich (top .1%)
and the poor (bottom 67%).Using
these statistics as an argument for
red istribution of income, he
noted that by transferring
one-half of the affluent group
income to one-half of indigent
group would result in a positive
net gain of 332 "units of
suffering," (which he termed
"suffs") therefore increasing the
happiness of the population as a
Whole.

Considering the problem of
our responsibility to future

Watson speak on
generations, Pauling mostly
discussed the requirements of
energy supplies. He advocated
the development and harnessing
of inexhaustible energy sources,
particularly solar, with a notable
exception being that of nuclear

Linus Pauling
fission, which he considers to be
too dangerous to be useful.

On the problem of
overpopulation, Pau ling
concluded that the Malthusian
"leveling-off" of population by
limiting factors for survival
(food, space) would undoubtedly
lead to greatly increased misery
for the greater part of mankind if
a self-regulatory method is not
implemented before this level is
reached. He noted however, that
his own considered "optimum
population" for both the United
States and the rest of the world
has long been passed— 160
million and one billion,.
respectively.

Leading into the topic which
was to occupy him for the
remaining half of his discussion
at this point, Pauling stressed the
importance of preventative
medicine to the general
well-being of mankind,
particularly seven health
practices which have been shown
to lengthen the human life span.

He paid particular attention to
the problem of supplying the
proper amount of vitamin
C—ascorbic acid-, and presented
numerous slides showing
experiments substantiating the
importance of this coenzyme.

James Watson
After a noontime recess, the

symposium continued with Dr.
James Watson, who, along with
Dr. Francis Crick, shared the
Nobel prize in medicine for the
discovery of the structure of
DNA. Watson is also well known
for his popular book describing
the background of that
discovery, The Double Helbc.

Watson's topic for discussion
was "The Impact of Molecular
Biology on Cancer Research,"
especially the relation of changes
in the structure of DNA to
cancer formation.

Watson discussed different
initiators of cancer, such as the
class of chemical carcinogens
which induce malignancy
through chemical means.

After briefly touching upon
radiation-induced cancer, Watson
entered upon an elaborate
discussion of the area most.
strongly relating to his field, that
of viral-initiated cancers. With
numerous slide illustrations, he
detailed the process through
which host DNA is changed

Natural
through the introduction of the
viral RNA.

Watson concluded his
portion of the program with a
statement on the implications of
DNA studies in cancer research,
and relation of this work to other

James Watson
fields.

Wolfgang Panofsky
The symposium ended on

Saturday morning with Dr.
Wolfgang Panofsky of Stanford
University, who lectured on the
subject of "Nuclear Technology
and Arms Control." Panofsky is

Sciences
known in the field of physics for
the development of the ratio
bearing his name, and a basic text
on electricity and magnetism. A
member of numerous committees
on nuclear arms, he was a
participant at the Geneva
Convention on control of nuclear
amts.

Panofsky appeared
immediately concerned with the
possibility of nuclear warfare in
the remaining years of the 20th
century. As to the rapid
expansion of nuclear arms, he
stated that "the world's nuclear
arsenals now contain an
equivalent in excess of 10 tons of
TNT available for each man,
woman, and child on the globe."

He likened the captain of our
Poseidon boats (possessing
nuclear launch capability) to
miniature nuclear powers, and
made a major appeal for
much-needed control on nuclear
warfare capabilities.

In relation to past attempts
on international control,
Panofsky enumerated numerous
negative by- products of nuclear
treaties, such as development of
new programs to use as
bargaining points, inequality in
numbers of permitted nuclear
devices between several treaties,
the drive for advanced
technology, and many others.

Food contract reviewed
By ROBBY RIGGS

Bids from five firms have
been submitted for rights to the
Hopkins food service concession
over the next three years.

The proposals are being
reviewed by a committee headed
by Betty Miller, director of
auxiliary services in the Dean of
Students Office. Miller stated
that the committee will

recommend one of the service
bids at the end of next week. The
final decision will be made by
Dean of Students Jakie Hall at
the end of March.

The food service contract
includes every dining facility on
campus, with the exception of
the Gilman Coffee Shop, and the
Kosher Dining Hall. Saga Foods
has held the contract for the past
three years.

Bill McCormack, Food
Service Director for Saga, stated
that each bidder was required to
put in recommendations for
physical changes in the facilities.
In addition, each bidder was
given specifications by the Dean
of Students Office to follow in
composing their bids.

Muller selected to direct education lobby
By DONALD MORISATO
President Steven Muller has

been named to direct the
planning and development of the
National Association of
Independent Colleges and
Universities, an organization
designed to lobby for private
colleges and universities.

The NAICU was created last
week by members of the
Association of American
Colleges. The latter will continue
to focus on broader issues
affecting liberal education, which
Will ultimately touch public and
private institutions alike.

The new arrangement
resulted after members from
Private colleges raised doubts
over the effectiveness of
representation within Washington
and state capitals.

Muller indicated that one of
the purposes of the organization
was "to get a change in public
policy, whether that's through a

tax credit for people attending
institutions of higher education,
whether it's through making
tuition payments tax deductable,
whether it's funding in greater
amounts of the Basic Educational
Opportunity Grant..."

"I think the private sector is
going to continue to lose ground
and might disappear in time—not
right away, but might disappear
unless it is public policy to
preserve it. That requires more
changes in existing public
policy."

Muller will chair a
21-member board of directors,
which includes Richard Lyman,
president of Stanford University.

Although the Association
will devote its energies to
influencing the formation of
public policies, proponents have
argued that the new organization
itself would become involved in
questions of liberal education as
it tried to argue for state and

C.)

Steven Muller

federal policies financially
beneficial to private colleges.

In an interview with the
News-Letter. Muller commented
on the financial crisis of
American private higher
education: "It won't so much be

Hopkins, or Princeton, or
Stanford, or Chicago, but it'll be
the smaller colleges which are
•more vulnerable that are really
going to be in trouble, the
independent ones..."

"...I don't want this
university or other independent
universities to become more
heavily dependent directly on the
federal government.

"In every other country but
the United States, that I know
of, higher education for people is
paid for by the state...It seems to
me that at some point, the
American public has to make up
its mind whether it will basically
fund the education of its
students.

"If that is done in a way that
gives the student a choice of
attending an independent or
public instituiion, that will
preserve the independent sector,
and not make it dependent upon
direct federal grants."

Bids included the prices each
firm would charge under the
contract. Miller said that there
would . be no cash payments
between Hopkins and the food
contractor, but the University
will reserve the right to regulate
prices, and to cancel the contract
on 90 days notice.

The proposals, she
continued, will be evaluated on
the basis of the quality of food as
well as the prices. Miller said,
"We will try to keep the food
service as good as it is and to
improve it if possible."

The committee has been
reviewing the bids on an
impartial basis. Miller admits,
however, "we do know a bit
more about Saga than the
others." To assess Saga's
performance, the committee is
petting student input from the
Dormitory Food Committee and
polls taken by Saga.

Although Miller declined
comment on the relative merits
of the offers, Jeff Eliasoph, a
student on the evaluation
committee, stated that "Saga
comes out well. Their quality is
satisfactory,and their prices are
the best."

Another point weighing in
Saga's favor, said Eliasoph, is the
willingness of Saga executives to
listen to student complaints and
requests. "The cordial,
cooperative staff has done its
best to relieve complaints," he
stated.

Other companies which have
submitted bids include
ARA/Slater, Ogden, Macke, and
Serv-a-mation. Before accepting a
hid from one of these firms, the
committee would examine its
performance at another
institution in Maryland.
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Muller heads

symposium on

future of University
President Steven Muller

chaired a symposium last
Saturday on "The American
University: The Second Hundred
Years," which included a panel
of five nationally distinguished
speakers: Rev. Theodore M.
Hesburgh. President of the
University of Notre Dame; David
Rogers, President of the Robert
Wood Johnson Foundation;
Marcus Raskin, Director of the
Institute for Policy Studies; John
Brademas, U.S. Congressman
from Indiana; and Hedley
Donovan. Editor-in-Chief of
Time, Inc.

The purpose of the
symposium, in Muller's words,
"was to see where the university
is going to in the next hundred
years," and to try "to reassess
this institution" in the situation
of the present day. "We will
discuss what the people have the
right to expect from the
American university . . . what
ought or what ought not to
happen."

Father Hesburgh of Notre
Dame, described by Muller as
"the conscience of us all
[university presidents]" noted
the radical change of
expectations which had occurred
in the last decade with regard to
the university. "Today's society
expects less of us in solving all
our problems."

The "high optimism" of the
early sixties was succeeded by

"dismay and alarm" and the
"unprecedented barbarism" of
the campus upheavals during the
time of the Vietnam War. "The
jungle had suddenly invaded the
groves of academe." Now the
campuses have quieted down and
the university "faces the future
with more modesty" when
aiming for its civilized goals.

David Rogers followed
Hesburgh's tone of cautious
optimism with a more pessimistic
look at the university. The
American universities of today
are "quite ill," they are "too big,
too detached" and "irrelevant"
to the needs ot today's society.

Rogers believes that
universities "must demonstrate
they are worth what they cost."
Rogers frequently cited his
experience as a medical school
ad m in 1st rator, explaining the
necessity of reconciling the
intrinsic idealism of education
with the greater problems of
society.

Marcus Raskin painted an
even bleaker portrait of the
university than Rogers. Muller
well described him as a "radical
in the best sense of the term."
The university, he charged, had
"failed to relate knowledge to
virtue," and this failure had
caused it to degenerate into just
another segment of "the
established order."

"Knowledge and education
have traditionally been called the
liberating instruments . . . the
assumption being more
knowledge and education lead to

abetter life."
• He theorized that the
university had become the
"humanistic substitute for
religion," with the decline of
moral and social values. Indicting
the natural and social sciences for
value-free research, he criticized
those disciplines for merely
"piling one piece of knowledge
on top of another . . . without
even questioning the relationship
between the ongoing social
problems."

"The universities should."
Raskin continued, "but don't
open themselves to different
sorts of ideas." Currently, "the
university is the purveyor of
ongoing knowledge, of social
values of the dominant class
structure, but fails as a liberating
ifistrument."

"No reforms are possible as
long as the university has a
monopoly on entrance
requirements and a monopoly on
certification." He advocated the
idea that the university should
admit the "worst" students

I
 

which its standards usually

barred. Raskin also echoed a
criticism made some thirty years

ago by Simone Weil, who
attacked modern society for
considering manual and
intellectual work as separate
en tities.

Raskin ended his critique
with some prescriptions for
reform. "Universities," he said.

"have got to take an agnostic
view of the state if they are to
survive. They have got to view
science from a political point of
view." In short, the universities
must evaluate the knowledge
they accumulate in terms of its
consequences. If they just collect
it for its own sake, without any

Robin Winks:
By CHRISTOPHER GRAY
Robin Winks is one historian

who is relevant. Unlike many of
his his colleagues, he can and
does demonstrate the value of his
craft. He is the author of several
highly respected studies on
imperialism, race relations, and
slavery. But he is also the editor
of a delightful anthology, The
Historian as Detective, which he
compiled "to give me some
modest fun." In it, Winks drew
close parallels between the work
of historians and the attempts of
fictional investigators such as
Hercule Poirot, Sherlock Holmes,
and Sam Spade to decide on
questions of evidence. Winks was
able to. evoke the humor and
excitement of research through
his own fascinating experiences.

Winks asserted that unlike
their colleagues in the social and
behavioral sciences, historians
"enjoy ambiguity and
ambivalence." Because of this,
they are often dismissed as
indecisive by other disciplines.
The historian—is one who
"prefers to open doors rather
than close them." He desires not
to jedge, but to understand. His
virtues are "tolerance and
tentativeness."

Winks calls the historian,
"The Grand Prince of Options."
He does not want to make
decision. In a sense, he "cops
out." The historian can often
make "extremely unpopular and
radical decisions precisely
because no one is listening."
Quite seriously, however, the
historian does have a vital role to
play. His task is to discover the
hidden meanings, the
unarticulated thoughts, and the
feelings of huinan beings in the
past. Most people believe. the

Educators at Muller Symposium

systematic philosophy or ethics,
they will insure their own
disintegration.

Rep. John Brademas
primarily argued that politicians
were not responsible for the
present dilemma of the
university. The educators were to
blame for the crisis, he claimed,
because they failed to provide
the governrnent with sufficient
information to make a decision.
Brademas quoted the late
Lyndon Johnson to the effect
that "The problem is not
whether I can do the right thing,
but what the right thing is to
do."

The opening statements were
concluded by Hedley Donovan,

who attempted to relieve the

"atmosphere of unrelieved

gloom," by reminiscing about the

changes which have occurred

since his days at the University of

Minnesota.
A short discussion ensured

between the participants, with

Muller challenging some of

Raskin's points. Muller

questioned the universities

function to determine ethics or

morals. He did agree that

precious little learning was going
on, and he repeated • a quip he
had made previously to the effect

that students should be awarded

their degrees at the time of
matriculation so that they could

at least learn something.

a relevant historian
historian to be a backward-
looking judge who alternately
distributes blame and praise to
the respective fools and wise men
of the past. Nothing could be
further from the truth.

Condition
"We h ave t o know the

conditions" said Winks, "if we
are to properly understand" any
past or present event or action.
Unless the "discrete facts" are
put into context, they have no
sense or meaning. We must
understand the past in order, to
survive in the present.

Winks gave a concrete
example of this idea from his
own services in the State
Department., when Arab
terrorists held hostages from four
nations at London's Heathrow
Airport. It was feared that Great
Britain would withdraw from a
uniform st and against these
terrorists. Winks was chosen to
draft the statement that would
persuade the government. to
stand firm because he
"understood their language."
And. "they were right to think
that, because I did understand

Coleman talks of
By BRIAN BECKER

Dr. James Coleman, founder
of the Hopkins Social Relations
Department and currently
professor at the University of
Chicago, opened the Robert Roy
Symposium on Decision Making
last Friday.

Coleman achieved national
recognition as the head of a 1966
study on the effects of
segregation pupil achievement, a
study mandated by the Civil
Rights Act of 1964. The study,
known as the "Coleman Report,"
presented massive statistical
evidence supporting the theory
that the achievement of minority
students increases in an
environment of upper middle
class students. The report was
widely cited as justification for
in forced integration and busing
throughout the latter half of the
six ties.

The problem of integration
has become far more complicated
than originally anticipated. White
and black resistence has taken an
organized form as court battles

their language."
As Winks concluded.

historians are the "allies of
everybody." They're "constantly

unpacking their presuppositions

and putting their cards on the

table."
The historian's role is vital.

says Winks, because he is the

only social scientist trying to

understand why people think, or

act the way they do. The

historian's fear of decision

making is, paradoxically, the

greatest asset he possesses in

making decisions.

'white flight'
rage on and the basing issue still
continues to evoke controversy.
Disillusionment has resulted, and
the fervor so prevalent in the
sixties has faded. Many strongly
question the validity of the
liberal doctrines advocating
integration, and many blame the
academic community for its
failu re, 

, Switch

Upon reevaluating his
position in light of these new
developments, Coleman now
maintains that school
desegragation, especially in the
form of forced busing, is a major
cause of "white flight." Thus
forced integration ultimately
works against the interest of the
disadvantaged minorities.
Because of this, Coleman has
eased his busing stand and now
advocates voluntary cross-district
busing,

Coleman's switch from his
strong stand for busing to a
moderate stand has been taken
by many as a stab in the back. He
ahs incurred the wrath of

pro-integration factions
throughout the nation, and has
been the subject of vituperative

attacks in such publications as
Newsday and The Washington
Post. Coleman claims that he has
been misrepresented. and that his
new position is firmly grounded
in sociological evidence.

In his symposium address,
Coleman suggested that the main
cause of failure of integration
policies is the inadequacy of the
in form at ion-gathering process.
He said that research, thus far,
has been designed by federal
agencies from their. particular
perspective, which fails to
consider questions of importance
to other interested parties.
Coleman recommends a broadly
based board of teachers,
community representatives,
school administrators, and
students. He hopes that this will
help researchers anticipate
problems such as "white flight."
and make decisions to avoid
results that can undermine the
original intent of their programs.



Critic Northrop Frye
Northrop Frye, taking time

off from his duties at the
University of Toronto, spoke at
last Friday's Centennial
symposium on "The
Responsibilities of the Critic".
Invited by chairman Dr. Richard
Macksey, Frye came to Baltimore
to grace Hopkins with his
Presence, which grows in esteem
as he gets older and other critics
die around him. Thus most
People connected with the
English department, and the
humanities in general, made
pilgrimage to the Garrett Room
in hopes of some high, if not
holy, word.

After a pleasant introduction
bY Dr. Macksey, Frye launched
into his paper and went off on a
series of topics (including
thunderclaps, Vico, and Adam
Smith's Wealth of Nations) that
seemed to leave the audience
rather bewildered. Apparently
the responsibilities of the critic
do not include discussion of the
topic at hand; Frye devoted
Perhaps five minutes out of forty
to direct treatment of the

symposium subject. These
statements, moreover, were
generally vague—"the critic's
function is recognition, not
judgment"—and (can it be true?)
irresponsible.

Break
Following the delivery of the

paper, there was a short break to
digest some cheese-bits and wine,
and to chew over the content of
Frye's talk. The upcoming
discussion by a panel of five
scholars held promise to redeem
the deadness of the lecture, and
possibly to raise a few voices'
against the sacred one.

This, unfortunately, was not
the case. Samuel Weber, from the
Humanities Center, read a
prepared statement that did deal
with the topic, but not with
Frye's paper. Although he had
some points to make, they were
hopelessly lost in a barrage of
repetition (variously
"responsibility", "response",
"responsive"; "truth" a close
second) during his fifteen-minute
discourse.

Weber's little declaration left

leads
the rest of the panel a bit
stunned (or disinterested), and a
short silence followed before Dr.
Macksey prompted Rene Girard
to say a few words. Girard
proceeded to expound engaginly
for the next half-hour on Plato's
fear of mimesis, or at least,
engaginly as possible on such a
subject. These two speeches
threw the allotted time out of
whack, so Nancy Streuver
sacrificed herself with a quick
two-minutes clarification of
Vico's philosophy, implying that
Frye had somewhat
misinterpreted it.

Things were obviously at a
dead end, with the two long
statements having given no
indication of examination of the
paper, or even controversy
among the panel. To the rescue
came Walter Michaels, who
opened in the best Nixonian
tradition by saying, "I am an
American." He then recited a
brief anecdote about Frank
Zappa and the Mothers of
Invention, borrowing that neat
literary device, allusion—it seems
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•symposium

Northrop Frye

the Mothers had an Indian in
their band, whom they always
introduced as such to the
audience. Michaels felt likewise
obliged to identify himself as the
"token American" of the panel.

Meanwhile, Frye had visibly
cringed at this digression,
probably because of Zappa's
known teasing of Canadians.
Anyway, Michaels continued
with his American viewpoint,
losing impact the longer he
spoke, and finally gave way to
Michael Fried and the realm of
the visual arts.

With time almost up, all the
panel members had had their say,
granted that what they had said
didn't very much relate to the
paper, or even the topic. Frye
answered a few questions from
the audience, centered around
Moby Dick; this inspired Dr.
Macksey to close the symposium
by remarking that there were "no
more fish to fry." Dr. Stanley
Fish wasn't in attendance; still,
the pun had to rank as the
highlight of the afternoon.
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se troubles

The political back-stabbing that has beset the Student
Council of late should come as a surprise to no one.
Unfortunately, petty squabbling has become something of a
tradition in Hopkins student politics. The most recent
disclosures merely confirm what we've suspected for a long
time: that, in the words of SC President Mike Lenardo "some
of the people on the council... don't have the interest of the
undergraduates at heart."

Although the Student Council has performed certain
valuable services this . year, such as the food co-op, for the
most part its time has been squandered on the trivial: the
placement of ballot boxes, donuts, and revisions upon
revisions of constitutions; reports and other such documents
of similar consequence. Perhaps it is the nature of political
office that attracts people with overriding personal ambition,
but we do not believe the student council is a lost cause on
this campus. This Hopkins student body can produce a
council that will work for the students and not only, by and
large, for themselves.

That is why the SC elections beginning March 10 should
not be ignored, but instead given the attention needed to
effect a change in the Council.

And until then, the Student council should not be
considered a joke; only some of the people on it.

the second century

In 1876, the founding of The Johns Hopkins University
radically altered American higher education by instituting
graduate education as a creator of knowledge, rather than a
mere, transmitter.

As we enter the second century, the mundane matters of
administrative detail have lost their immediacy. Under .
President Steven Mutter's competent financial management.
Hopkins has attained economic stability, virtually unmatched
in comparable institutions. For this, he merits praise.

But problems of far greater magnitude, which confront
all of American higher education, also face Hopkins. Unless
this crisis is resolved, any attempts for fiscal stability arc
irrelevant. The problem is "a crisis of purpose."

Are we a school for skills, or a university? President
Muller has expressed his personal opinion on numerous
occasions: "Higher education now may not be producing
people who arc really civilized; it is producing people who are
very able in their specialties . . . you cannot take it for
granted that people with university degrees can read or write
t heir own language well, that they have a thorough
knowledge of history, that they. are well-grounded in basic
mathematics. or that they have a basic knowledge of a second
language "

"I am going to worry about the extent to which this is
the case at Hopkins and what we can do about it.''

This issue is paramount to survival. Within this
university, and all other institutions,- knowledge is created
without any philosophy--a mere accumulation of pieces, but
with no direction or purpose.
Hopkins remains relatively small, with adequate. fiscal

holdings. This institu don once again has the opportunity to
transform higher education, especially in the undergraduate
divisions. Unless action is taken, the centennial celebration
will be seen as the symbol of death of the University, rather
than that of birth which it was meant to commemorate.

Tuition Relief Program fails
By CAROLE JAFFE and

STEVE LOVEJOY
Attempting • to raise the

money to offset the $200 tuition
increase for next year was a great
idea. Unfortunately only $1,125
has been raised to date, and
$1000 of that came from the
pancake breakfast sponsored by
the Junior Class. Now no one
really expected the entire
$280,000 (necessary to keep
everyone's tuition bill at $3300)
to be raised, but as it looks now,
the efforts of the Student
Council Tuition ReliefProgram
have ground to a virtual halt
without very much success at all.
Some contact letters continue to
go out to corporations, but what
momentum the project began
with has been lost in petty
arguments with the
administration, and a lack of
coherent leadership.
- From the beginning there has
been a suspicion of the
administration's motives and
actions which, though normally a
healthy reaction, has been so
overemphasized that the whole
project has been mishandled.
Fund- raising is a difficult
process. So much so that the
University maintains an entire
"Development Office" to
coordinate and effect procedures
which will make the most of
Hopkins' efforts in this area.
Nevertheless, in times when
tuition hikes are annual events,
student initiatives are important,
and can be productive. Dr.
Benton had suggested a monthly
meeting between the student
project members and members of
the administration who could
offer help and advice on what the
S.C. President termed "the first
major fund-raising effort by
undergraduates."

The student project leaders,
Mike Lenard() and Junior. Class
President, Sheldon Himelfarb,
declined the offer of those
regular meetings for fear of
administrative incursion. It
seemed at the time, and still
does, that this was a serious
mistake. Under no obligation to
take the advice offered at such
meetings, the student committee

could only gain by having them.
It is doubtful that anyone among
the committee members has a
complete enough knowledge of
fund-raising that such counseling
would be unneeded.

A further suspicion was that
the Development Office,
providing files of prospective
donor corporations for the
students to sift through, would
allow only long-shot prospects to
be cleared for contact. As a
result, the feeling became clear in
project_meetings that the
institutions being contacted were
not really the kind of prospects
needed. Whether the suspicions
were true or false, the student
committee took the wrong
approach to countering them.
The enthusiasm in sending letters
to these corporations and
foundations became quite low,
and emphasis was placed on
going outside the structure of the
Development Office. Schemes
discussed included various
publicity techniques and an idea
for getting a prominent
Baltimore businessman as a
sponsor to "get the word
around" in the proper circles,
that the Tuition Relief Program
should be contributed to. The
best tactic here would have been
to send 100 letters per week
rather than 10. This would soon
have exhausted the low-potential
prospects, and produced much
more respect for the student
effort among administrators.
With that respect would have
come more cooperation.

Bickering
Committee members were

often not kept informed of what
work needed to be done,
particularly over the Winter
vacation period and intersession.
It seems that the leadership
began with a good idea and
proceeded to talk it into the
ground while bickering with the
administration over how to
handle the incoming funds, and
providing little direction when it
came to the actual work
involved. This essay is, in a sense,
a self-criticism by two committee
members for not seeing the
problems sooner and opposing

the di ...ction things were taking
with more vigor. Not wanting to
be overly negative, the suggestion
is that alternatives and proposals
for next year should perhaps
include the following.

Student initiatives
fund-raising are highly desirah
but they should perhaps
geared to the financial
apparatus so that those who m,
need the help get it. Over 50%
all students recieve some form

financial aid, most incluch
loans. The more we can lower t
amount of borrowing need
now, the more prepared for gi
school costs these people will 1
In addition, several stude:
should be appointed (perin
jointly by the Developm(
Cfice and the Student Coun(
to participate in an interns}
program concentrating
fund-raising techniques. T
could provide, for many stud(
activities and projects, 1
expertise necessary to mot.
successful funding campaigns.
may be possible to these spots
work/study positions,
internships for college credit.

For the administration, a
the business community at lar,
to respect and contribute tc
student-run fund-raising proje
the leaders of such a project mi
demonstrate that their intent
serious. The only way to do ti
is to set up a system based on t
best available expertise, and
the work—specifically send h
of letters! Fund-raising genera
operates on a percentage reti:
per number of prospe(
contacted. This percentage is t
same if ten or a thousand lett
are mailed. The student Tuiti
Relief Program talked about
for quite a while, hut it failed
consider the important fact ti
7% of 100 is less than 7',./(
1000. More money could hii.
been raised if the leadership h
been more interested in getti
the job done, and less time tak
protecting the autonomy of
undergraduate project. H(
raising $280,000 just isn't t
same as free-beer night in t
Rat,

letters to the editor
To the Editor:

Sunday afternoon after a
tot ally secret procedure and
under tight security Princess
Ashraf Pahlavi, the twin sister of
Shah of Iran, was given an
honorary doctorate in Laws.
Present at Johns Hopkins
University's Centennial
convocation were delegations
from 52 colleges and universities;
also Colonel Rafizadeh, station
chief in the U.S. of the Iranian
Secret Police (SAVAK); Ardeshir
Zahedi, Shah's Ambassador in
the U.S.; General Toofanian,
Iranian Naval Forces Chief and a
recipient of bribes from
Lockheed Aircraft.

This pomp and ceremony
had nothing to do with
"education" and "humanity."
Moreover, Princess Ashraf's
"dedication to social and
humanitarian causes in Iran." as

Harry Woolf, JHU's provost Put
it, literally means coup-making,
mafia-style drug pushing, and all
sorts of criminal activities.

The Washington Post, Feb.
23, 1976, clearly states: "The
princess [Ashran is said to be
involved in a number of 'shady
deals.' Take the trucking
*industry,' said a wealthy Tehran
businessman. 'Not a truck can
-move in this country without a
payoff going to Ashraf.' In the
days before Iran was swimming
in oil wealth,it was widely believed
that Princess Ashraf profited
from illegal opium deals involving
Iran's large poppy production.
There have frequently been
allegations in the European press
about her involvement."

It is clear that President
Muller and all those involved in
this decision were most
concerned about money and least

about "humanity." JHU stude
and faculty have the right
know about what is being d(
in their name. These "gr
guardians of liberal educati(
invited SAVAK to help them
their "security" work.

At a moment when Iran
monarcho-fascism has taken
any democratic mask, and wl
only last month 25 patriots v‘
murdered by the Sha
dictatorship, President Mulle
Co. put "honor" on sale
Princess Ashraf.

Nevertheless, Iranian pec
deprived of their democr
rights are fighting the Sh:
repressive forces. Organization
Iranian People's Fedaee Gueri
and Iranian People's Mujahed
Organization are leading
fight.

see LETTERS, page 10
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Kelly Miller: well kept secret
By BETH KA LIKOFF

Although the university
community has been immersed in
centennial celebration for
months, there is one individual
whose connection with Hopkins
has thus far been a well-kept
secret. His name is Kelly Miller.
Militant author on civil rights and
a dynamic president of Howard
University, Kelly Miller was also
the first black to earn a degree
from Hopkins.

Born to sharecropper parents
in South Carolina, Miller grew up
in a family of ten. He worked his
way through Howard University
doing odd jobs and graduated in
1886 with a B.A. Five years later,
Miller earned an M.A. in
mathematics from Johns
Hopkins. After an additional year
teaching in the Washington
Public Schools, he returned to
Howard University where he was
to spend the rest of his life
fighting for racial and academic
freedom—first as professor of
mathematics and sociology, then
as Dean of the College of Arts
and finally as Howard's first
Black president.

Anger

The volumes for which Kelly
Miller is best known include Race
Adjustment (1908), Out of the
House of Bondage (1914) and
Everlasting Stain (1924). In these
books, Miller expressed anger

not only towards whites for their
injustice against blacks, but
towards his own people • for what
lie considered their lethargic
response to racial discrimination.
In Everlasting Stain, Miller
emphasizes the necessity of Black
people accepting responsibilities:
"The Negro must contribute his
best to the general welfare and
derive his just share form it. He
must enter as competent and
willing participant in the new
issue of life, and must not fail to
help promote the glory of that
new freedom whose beneficiary
he devoutly hopes to be."

Change
Although militant in his

unswerving struggle against
segregation, Miller supported
education rather than violence as
the most effective agent of
change. "Let him insist upon
every American right with the 1'
dotted and the 't' crossed," he
stated, "but woe be to him who
could lay destructive hand to tear
down the temple of freedom."
Miller was associated with
Howard University for
approximately forty years,
during which lie ceaselessly urged
blacks to overcome
discrimination with self-respect,
endurance and education, not
violence.
Many of the issues Miller dealt

with in his books and pamphlets

were t ra nsi tory, but his
eloquence was not. In a rebuttal
of Thomas Dixon's novel
attacking Blacks, Leopard Spots,
Miller wrote: "You are a white

• man born in the midst of the
Civil War: I am a Negro born
during the same stirring epoch.
You are born with a silver spoon
in your mouth: I was born with
an iron hoe in my hand." His
command of the language reveals
a delightful humor in addition to
the more dignified style of his
political writings: "This
ffusion" he said of a book
which he loaded down with large
words, "is but the garrulity of
The septugenerian who should be
relegated to the limbo of
silence."

Miller died in 1939, after
.spending his later years living
with his wife Annie May Butler
Miller near the Howard
University campus. His daughter
May is an accomplished poet
whose most recent book of
poems. Dust of Uncertain
Journ ey, was published in
December. A pioneer in both
academia and civil rights, Kelly
Miller passed only briefly
through Hopkins. However, his
work remains an impressive
contribution to American history
by a man who was one of
Hopkins' most dynamic and
courageous students.S.1. Hayakawa
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by your B.S.U.

GLASS PAVILION
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Kraushaar Auditorium - GOUC HER COLLEGE

Sunday, February 29, 1976

Tickets: $5.00 General; $4.00 Student
On Sale in Kraushaar Lobby Box Office
For more information call 825-3300 Ext 267

(Mon. - Fri . 10 - 4)
A CONTINENTAL THEATRE COMPANY PRODUCTION
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PENNSYLVANIA
POCONOS•CAMELBACK

I STAY I
at the 90 room Penn Stroud IIILTUN

INN located in the heart of Stroudsburg,
Pt and embraced by the natural beauty of the
Pocono Mountains This cozy hotel features
color TV in ever, room. the Crystal Banquet
Room. William Penn Dining Room. YE Olde
Cdtee shop. a Piano Bar Lounge and the Club
Shelia, with show.

DI Camelback. the big Pocono Ski Area
aith It, slopes and trails and six lifts

including a three place chairlift Both novice
.ind expert trails wind down from the top Co a
beautiful twin base lodge

_IPRICE INCLUDES' 
TRANSPORTATION: Deluxe lavatory equipped
motorcoaches.
ACCCIMMODXTIQNS: 2 full days and 2 nights
lodging in the deluxe Hilton Hotel
MEA_L,5: 4 full-course buffet style meals (Breakfast
and dinner, Saturday and Sunday)
EXTRA: Friday night -Welcome Party- with free
coffee, hot chocolate and donuts.
ENTERTAINMENT: LIVE entertainment Friday
and Saturday nights.
EQUIPMENT: Ski equipment for the entire weekend
(Buckle hoots, skis with step-in bindings and poles)
LEKQ_N.,1: Lesson by a professional ski instructor
from Camelback ski area.

TRIP EScORT: Professional Eastern escort on each
momrcoach.
GRATUITIES & TAXES: All tips and taxes are
included

['RA Include: Ski area use and lift tickets $7 au

for beginner lifts S10 for all lifts • daily.

PRICE PER PERSON I

564.00 based on 4 per room
$68.00 based on 3 per room
$78.00 based on 2 per room

. : • : • : • : • : • : • : • : • • : • : • : • : • : • : • : • : • : • • : • : • : • : • : • : • : • : • : • : • : • : • *.• : • : • : • : • : • : • : • •
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Announces its

MID-WINTER

1/2 PRICE
SALE

ON ALL

The

• ••

•
.••

Jackets
Parkas •••••••.•

•.•

••

JOHNS HOPKINS
OFFICE OF STUDENT ACTIVITIES

OFFERS FOR STUDENTS,

FACULTY, AND EMPLOYEES

MARCH 5 - 7, 1976
For reservations please contact:

ANGELA DEVITO
Reed Hall
1620 McElderry St,
Baltimore, Md. 21205
Phone: 955-3363

All monies are due as soon as possible,
but prior to February 25, 1976.
Please make all checks payable to:

EASTERN SKI TOURS, INC.

Buses will depart at: 6:00 P.M.
From: Reed Hall

CANCELLATIONS RECEIVED AFTER FEB. 25th
ARE SUBJECT TO $20 CANCELLATION FEE.

(Detach & Return With Deposit (Amount S 

I Iii I and its Agent• act as agents only for all I Name
sem,es describes:herein and disclaim any liability for d.'-
lay, loss. d.unage or injury to property of person 'due to I 

Address  
any cause uhatsoever and reconunend appropriate instil. I
ance to cJVCI such possible occurences We reserve the • Home
right to substitute tour features or !IOU'S provided the, I one
are ut equal ialae

1
TOUTS Operated bs

TRAILVVAYS TRAVEL BUREAU
Corporation
xn

CAPITOL BUS COMPANY

Xeciir

Rooming with

I 23  

I '

Work
Phone  

1 JH 3/5-7/76 PA
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Academic officials question Hopkins pre-med report
PRE—MED, from page 1

received a bad reaction at last
Tuesday's initial meeting with
academic officials, Leah
Seidenfeld, the report's other
co-author, said, "Dr. [Matthew]
DeBuskey apparently already has
his own ideas as to what changes
will and won't be made."

Reportedly DeBuskey,
advisor to health professions
here, talked "for more than 50%
of the time" in the three hour
Tuesday meeting. Also present at

the meeting were Dr. John A.
Gryder, Director of Academic
Counseling Fredrick Dierman,
assistant counselor Martha 0.
Roseman, and students Chevers,
Seidenfeld, Jan Bush, Sunny
Choi, Gary Ingenito, Andrea
Needleman, and Phil Rogers.

Suskind said that many of
the recommendations included in
the committee's report are either
already in practice or will be
implemented in the near future.

For example, the report calls

for increased contact between
students and faculty
recommenders, something Owen

and Suskind contend is already
on the drawing table.

However, the committee

report's recommendation that a
full-time health professions
advisor be hired by the
University, apparently to replace
DeBuskey, is not in the
University's plans, and has not

been favorably received.
"Until I get advice from Dr.

Debuskey or Dr. Dierman that
the pre-med advisor we have for
students is overloaded, I won't
hire additional help," Suskind
said.

Several members of the
report committee said that
DeBuskey, Director of the
Kennedy Institute, Associate
Professor Emeritus in Pediatrics
at the Hopkins Hospital, active
staff member in Pediatrics at the
Hopkins Hospital,a nd also
involved in his own private

medical practice, has so many
commitments that he has been "a
poor advisor."

The report also advises the
witholding of class rank
information to medical schools.
Seidenfeld says that sugh
information does not adequately
reflect a student's performance.
"Too many students are bunched
into many of the GPA ranges, so
that a small variation in GPA
results in a large variation in class
standing."

You can do it, too. So far over 550,000 other people have done it.

People who have different jobs, different IQs, different interests,

different educations have completed the course. Our graduates are
people from all walks of life. These people have all taken a course
developed by Evelyn Wood, a prominent educator. Practically all of
them at least tripled their reading speed with equal or better com-
prehension. Most have increased it even more.

Think for a moment what that means. All of them—even the
slowest—now read an average novel in less than two hours. They
read an entire issue of Time or Newsweek in 35 minutes. They don't
skip or skim. They read every word. They use no rhachines. Instead,
they let the material they're reading determine how fast they read.

It Sounds
Incredible
BUT EVELYN WOOD GRADUATES CAN READ

JAWS IN 41 MINUTES

At That Speed, The 309 Pages Come Across
With More Impact Than The Movie.
In Living Blood, You Might Say.

And mark this well: they actually understand more, remember
more, and enjoy more than when they read slowly. That's right!
They understand more. They remember more. They enjoy more.
You can do the same thing—the place to learn more about it is at a
free speed reading lesson.

This is the same course President Kennedy had his Joint Chiefs of
Staff take. The same one Senators and Congressmen have taken.

Come to a Mini-Lesson and find out. It is free to you and you will
leave with a better understanding of why it works. Plan to attend a

free Mini-Lesson and learn that it is possible to read 3-4-5 times

faster, with comparable comprehension.

SCHEDULE OF FREE MINI-LESSONS

TUESDAY FEB24 WEDNESDAY FEB 25

3 p.m. and 8 p.m. 3 p.m. and 8 p.m.

THURSDAY FEB 26

3 p.m. and 8 p.m.

UNIVERSITY BAPTIST CHURCH 34th and CHARLES Sts.

(Across from campus)

EVELYN WOOD READING DYNAMICS
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LETTERS, from page 6

Iranian Students Association
will do all in its power to expose
the dictatorship and those who
collaborate with its schemes.

Why did Hopkins grant an
honorary degree to a person
about whom so many
unanswered questions have been
raised? Is it possible that The
Johns Hopkins University
neglected to investigate her
background? Or is it that they
bCieve these questions to be
U -nportant?,

Razmandeh
Balto.Wash. Iranian

Students Association

To the Editor:
(I use this appellative

loosely, seeing that there is no
code of honor, nor any honor
among " pre-professional—
pre-meds.) I am shocked at your

editorial against "incorporating
pluses and minuses into the
present grading system." Who are
the progressive educators and
institutions that have abolished
or should I say have been in favor
of abolishing grades? Yale? But
only this past year, Yale
reinstituted its grading system
after several years of
experimentation. The further
delineation of grade values would
not "likely result in an academic
atmosphere more tainted by
grade-grubbing''—this
'grade-grubbing' is concommitant
with the fact that this university
has ceased to be a university and
has become a pre-med
factory—rather, it would lead to
a more accurate evaluation of the
students' performances. Admit
the truth, my dear pre-medicos,
grades are not "highly subjective
and imperfect" when they are
applied to evaluating students'

performances in the
sciences—chemistry physics.
biology etc. They are imperfect
when the student has received
A+'s on every test, and must
receive an A while a borderline
student received the same A.
When I was an undergraduate at
Heidelberg, we knew how to deal
with d irty-d ea ling-grade-
grubbing-pre-meds.

Fred Wilamowitz

To the Editor:
Just a quick note to thank

you for your relatively civil
libertanian editorial and all the
Baltimore-NORML coverage in
your last issue, and to pan on a
couple bits of news.

Our two fundraisers gave us a
good (S500) springboard and
we're getting psyched up for a
long (several years) public

WOMEN IN THE STRUGGLE FOR DEMOCRACY IN AMERICA:
TWO PERSPECTIVES—BLACK AND WHITE

•An Historical Conference
Presented By

Morgan State University
and

The Maryland Committee for the Humanities and Public Policy
Registration Free

Friday, February 27, 1976
Saturday, Febniary 28, 1976

McKeldin College Center
For Program and Further Information

Call 893-3190, Department of History, MSU

9 a.m. to 3:15 p.m.
9 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.

STUDY IN THE HIMALAYAS THIS SUMMER

A seven-week expedition is planned for this summer to study the human ecology of the Himalayas.
There is a planned program of study including the area of health and nutrition. Trekking from an
elevation of 1,500 feet down in the jungles of Nepal, up through the heart of the Himalayas to an
elevation of 15,000 feet, high on the arid Tibetan Plateau behind the major mountain massifs of
Dhaulagiri and Annapurna, the class will study the way different people live and why. The
comprehensive fee that covers all expenses if $1,935 from May 25th to July 11th. Three semester
hours of credit possible through the Department of Geography and Enviromental Engineering at
Johns Hopkins. Credits require approval by the Department and by the Dean of Undergraduate
Studies after completion of the program of study and submission of a satisfactory paper. For
information, contact: The Woodlands Institute, Spruce Knob Mountain, Cherry Grove, West Virginia
26803 or M. G. Wolman, Ames 513, JHU.

Mixed

Clark St. Garage

2438 St. Paul St.

366-8934

Enjoy your pizzas by candlelight

The home of the original

HOFBURGER

Sunday Brunch

12 noon-4 pm

$2.95

Sunday night is peanut night

Jumbo Sandwiches

Dinners Served

NIGHTLY UNTIL

lam

drinks of all kinds - serving the coldest mug of

beer in town

This ad entitles YOU to one (1) free mug of beer

one-to-a-CUstomer

Tuesday February 24
Conference Room B

Levering Hall

6-8 PM

Conducted by:
Dennis Graham
Chuck Wolfkill

Office of the Controller
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letters to
education media barrage. As far
as 1976 goes, we have a one
ounce decriminalization bill
which will make it out of the
Senate Judicial Proceedings
committee with little difficulty
next week. And now that Dr.
Robert Dupont, the chief federal
drug policy advisor and director
of HEW's National Institute of
Drug Abuse, has officially come
out for decriminalization, we
have a reasonable chance of
success on the Senate floor. This
will be crucial if we are to make
any headway this year in the
House. And Hoppies can help by
writing letters to this (39th)
district's "liberal" senator Jack
Lapides at "Senate of Maryland,
Annapolis,21404." Lapides is a
mild opponent—"marijuana use is
wrong"—but we're going to need
his vote, and, like every
politician, he can be swayed by a

stamp an investment: the bust

you prevent might be your own

(friend's)).
Lou Curran/Balto. NORML

To the Editor:
If one janitor is fired for

anything related to the use of pot
on campus the guilt lies with you
in that piece of slander in your
newsletter where you say
"students, professors,
administrators (well, the younger
ones), janitors, security guards
(maybe) everyone you know
smokes "it". Well I was a janitor
and I don't smoke it and I have
never seen any janitor smoke it.
As a matter of fact all janitors
sign a statement to the effect
that they don't use drugs, before
they get the job and you uCW
give the personnel office open
season to go through and frame

mailbag. (Consider the 13 cent up any militant or "trouble
7:iiS WA 320 WI 37:13 =3 3:5A =3 =SI gSS 3:g =SA Ata =Si Jzta 37:51 TVA T:5; Wit

Income Tax Problems ?
The STUDENT COUNCIL

is sponsoring a

TAX WORKSHOP

I

I

"THE UNIVERSE WAS CREATED FROM FOUR SOUNDS;

THESE SOUNDS ARE IN EVERY BREATH YOU TAKE."

GURU JANARDAN PARAMAHANSA

• For info call 764-2539

Wednesday, Feb. 25-3:PM

Great Hall—Levering Hall

Johns Hopkins University

Free Admission

'IN BALTIMORE'
A JAPA-YOGA—the highly scientific and
practical method of breathing for physical
and mental health, paranormal abilities,
culmThating in Self-Realization.

Anyone no matter what age or physcial
condition can do this easy method of
breathing

Friday, Feb. 27-8:00 PM

Holiday lnn—Pikesville

Reisterstown Rd. & Beltway (Exit 20)

$1.00 Donation
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maker" they don't like and then
fire them for lying on their
application. Thanks hip-heads for
nothing.

Secondly just because the
majority of janitors are Black
does that mean they all smoke or
have been around drugs. This is

idealist racist horsecrud. Idealist
because of your warped idea that
Black=Super Hip Racist because
of your notion that all Blacks
think alike whereas all whites
don't , i.e., if all Blacks are hip
and smoke they are all thinking
alike—horsecrud.

WEDNESDAY NOON SERIES
presented by

The Office of Special Events
"VARIATIONS ON A THEME"
A talk by Katherine Anne Porter,

author of Ship of Fools, Pale Hourse, Pale Rider,
The Leaning Tower and Days Before.

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 25- 12 NOON
Garrett Room, Milton S. Eisenhower Library

FREE ADMISSION

do.

THE NEWS-LETTER

IS LOOKING FOR

A FEW GOOD MEN

(or women, or anything,even)

TO LEARN AND EXPLORE

TO GO WHERE NO ONE

HAS DARED GO BEFORE...

THE GATEHOUSE PRODUCTION ROOM,

WHERE BOYS ARE MADE INTO MEN,

GIRLS ARE TURNED INTO WOMEN,

AND SCRAPS OF PAPER BECOME A

NEWS-LETTER.

There is a desperate need here for production
personnel, the people who do the actual
putting-out of the paper. No special talents are
required, just an eagerness to learn, and any helper

automatically becomes 'one of the guys'. We work
down in the Gatehouse every Monday and
Thursday nights, so stop on down and help put out
the best paper in town.

.0"

The Student Council Selections Committee will

interview on Wednesday night, February 25 at

6:30 in the Student Council Office (top floor of

Levering) for an opening (one only) on the

HEALTH

COMMITTEE

This is a saident committee which makes policy

decisions for the Brown Infirmary. Those

interested must be present at 6:30. Questions—call

Leah Seidenfeld (467-0529).

Perhaps you ought to put
that joint down and say you
don't know if janitors at Hopkins
smoke because if you don't and
someone looses (sic) their gig
then you can't be on the lookout
for a picket line at your office!
The best thing for you to do is to
publish an apology and a
statement that any janitor who is
fired for pot can count on you
for support in getting his job
back, and you will rally the
campus body to stand by him or
her. Also you might publish the
number of the Unemployed
Workers Organizing Committee

(UWOC), 947-3070, if any
janitor needs it.

Alan Barysh

To the Editor:
On a number of occasions

this year the News-Letter has not
only misrepresented the Student
Activities Commission, but has
failed to use any factual
imformation to support any of
its articles.

One such article appeared in
last Friday's News-Letter, Feb.
13, written by Paul Berchaelli.
Contrary to what Mr. Berchaelli
believes, the SAC is in full
support of WJHU's conversion to

00000 00 
00000 0 0 0 0 0 00000
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• 
•

• 
•

• 
The Office of Special Events •

• 
In Celebration of the University's Centennial •

•

•
•
•

• in the timeless tradition of wndering minstrels.
• singing and performing sketches and poetry .
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
0000000000000000000000

*****************************

presents

A Touch of Dylan Thomas
and

Independence - The Welsh-American Dream

•

•

•

.

FM. To back this up a quick look
in the SAC finances book shows
approximately $7,600 in a WJHU
conversion fund, solicited by the
SAC. In addition to this money
the SAC has expressed its feelings
to the administration, concerning
the necessity of an FM station.
While the SAC cannot financially
support the conversion totally,
our support along with the
Student Council and the entire
student body can make an FM
station a reality.

Such articles as Mr.
Berchaelli's only serve to hamper
the efforts towards conversion.
We need a joint effort on all
fronts and misrepresentation of
the SAC is no way to achieve
this.

The job of the News-Letter is
to report factual information.
Let's see some facts, not fairy
tales.

Ron Bialek, SAC Chairman

Jesus, it's just so late and the

letters are so short (here's your

A. M. report, Rusty) and the

headliner is on the blink, and the

camera only focuses on one

setting, and the typewriters

aren't working right, and Kras

doesn't look too well and I don't

kfeel too good, and Mom, where

*hare you when I need you?

.4(

with

PRYDERI AND HIS PIGS •

•

•

The First Welsh Company of Actors to Perform in America

Direct from Wales, The Land of Poetry and Song

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 27, 1976- 7:30 P.M.

Garrett Room, Milton S. Eisenhower Library

ADMISSION: 61.00 AT THE DOOR

•
•
•
•

WANT To BE A HOUSEMASTER?

APPLICATIONS CAN BE PICKED UP

BEGINNING TUESDAY, FEB. 24

IN THE OFFICE OF RESIDENTIAL LIFE.

IN THE NEW DORMS.

Completed applications

681.

******************************

due Wednesday, March 3. Questions? Call extension
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Past week successful for Hopkins hoopsters in M A C
By KEN LEESER

This past week was a hectic
but successful one for Hopkins'
entry in the Middle Atlantic
Conference basketball
sweepstakes. Overall, the cagers
went 1-3 for the week, but
clinched a playoff berth for the
chance to go to the NCAA
Division III championship
tournament.

Following a "close, but no
cigar" effort against the tough
Pioneers of Widener College last
Saturday, the Hopkins hoopsters
travelled to Lancaster, Pa. on
Monday, :where they received
another setback; this time at the
hands of Franklin and Marshall.

Wednesday night found the
Jays at home trying to clinch a
playoff spot against Haverford
College- a task at which they
were successful. And: finally,
following these three difficult
games, and suffering from the
flu, a trip on Saturday to
Washington College resulted in
another loss.

Finest

The Widener game.
competing with fraternity rush
for attention, was played before
a less than capacity crowd, for
first place in the MAC-south-
eastern conference. Coach
Rupert called it "the finest
basketball game that I have ever
seen a Hopkins team play."

Sparked by Brian Gapsis,
coming off the bench, and Dean
Uhler, in his first Hopkins start,
the Blue Jays battled from an
11-point half-time deficit to knot
the game at 59 at the end of
regulation time, on a jump shot
by Andy Scheinfeld.

The second half was
dominated by Hopkins as the
Jays compiled impressive
rebounding statistics, (JHU-39,
Widener-35), against a larger,
more physical, team, that had
beaten them by 32 points earlier
in the season.

The overtime .period began
with Hopkins taking the tip-off
and holding the ball for two and
one-half minutes, at which point
Andy Scheinfeld took a fifteen
foot jumper that dropped in but
spun out. Widener grabbed the
rebound and held on to the,ball
until the final seconds of the
overtime period, when they
scored to ice the game, 61-59.

Leaders .
Leaders for the Jays were

Gapsis and Uhler with 17 and 14
points respectively, and Drew
Fender who hauled in 13
rebounds.

Against Franklin and
Marshall the following Monday
evening, Rupert's charges may
have experienced a mild letdown
as they succumbed 8-63.
Leading the Jays on offense were
Andy Scheinfeld who scored 17
points, Dean Uhler with 16
points, and Drew Fender with 13
points. Uhler also gathered in 13
caroms as Paul Paytas
contributed eight assists.

Although the b-ballers lost to
F & M this result may have some
positive benefits. Hopkins is
slated to play the Diplomats in
t he first round of the MAC
playoff's. The loss gives the Jays
added incentive, especially since
the score was as close as it was.
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Brian Gapsis

Jay

As Rupert put it, "They think
they can beat us, but we know
we can beat them." Rupert also
felt that sometimes it is better to
be the underdog. "That way
everyone isn't out to knock you
off."

The Haverford game last
Wednesday at the Athletic
Center, marked the final home
appearance for seniors Drew
Fender, Paul ,Paytas, and Tom
Pedroni. Attendance was again
poor as the basketball court vied
for fan support with the
swimming pool.

Hopkins' cagers were in
control throughout a contest that
must be termed a true team
effort by the Jays. The final
score of this crucial match stood
at 95-81 with Hopkins clinching
a spot in the MAC playoffs.

Standouts for Hopkins,
against the Fords, were Brian
Gapsis who poured in 19 points,
Uhler and Fender with 17 each,
and Andy Scheinfeld with 13.
Dan Kopcza headed the
rebounding charts with ten.

Saturday the b-ballers
travelled to Chestertown, Md. to
face Washington College. Racked
with flu, and facing an
inconsequential contest, the Jays
were defeated 68-65. Game
honors went to Drew Fender
with 18 points and nine
rebounds, and Dean Uhler, who
has been one of the most
consistent players on the team in
recent weeks, who scored 17, and
cornered eight caroms.

On the horizon for Coach
Rupert and company are the
MAC-south championships to

swimmers lose close one to
• By BRUCE FOX

The most exciting swim meet
in Hopkins history was held at
Homewood pool last Wednesday
as the Jays lost to the University
of Maryland 63-50. The score is
irrelevant when one considers the
fact that the result was
determined by the last event
which the Terps won by only .08
seconds!

The meet got off to a fine
start as the Terrapins won the
400-yard medley relay with a
time of 3:42.7. This set the stage
for a showdown in the 1000-yard
freestyle between Hopkins' Mike
Bay and Maryland's Sid Burkot.

The two swimmers went
stroke for stroke for all 40
lengths with Bay holding a slight
edge until Burkot came on strong
and touched just before the
freshman Jay by .12 seconds. It
seemed as though the meet could
only go on to be anti-climactic
after such an event but this was
not the case.

The 200-yard freestyle
followed and this saw Eric
Horning cut four seconds off of
his career best time to take a
second place. This would be the
best meet of Horning's career as
he later finished second in the
500-yard freestyle with an
outstanding time of 5:02.7 which
was his career best by nearly nine
seconds.

Marc Tohis had little trouble
with his opponents as he won the
one-meter diving competition
with Mike DiCio finishing third.

Another thrilling event
followed in the 200-yard
butter fly as freshman Frank
McGovern passed the Terp leader
on the last lap to win with a
national Division III qualifying
time of 2:01.1.

Roy Beveridge and captain
Jim Spiering finished second and
third in the 100-yard freestyle as
Mike Bay went on to .win the
200-yard backstroke. It was in
this event that junior John
Dierkes swam his best time of the
year to finish second.

Maryland's captain Bob
Hassett, considered by many to
be one of the finest
breaststrokers in the country. ran
away with the 200-yarder as he
set a new pool record with a time

of 2:14.07, breaking the old
mark by more than two seconds.

Hopkins now held a one
point lead going into the
three-meter diving competition,
where the hosts were considered
to hold a slight edge. If the Jay
divers could take first and
second, the meet would be
clinched.

This was not to be the case
however, as Maryland finished
first and second with the top
four spots separated by merely
five points.

The meet would now go
down to the 400-yard freestyle
relay where the Terrapins held a
considerable edge. Hopkins still
had a mathematical chance of
winning the meet if it could take
the relay. They trailed 56-50, but
the relay was worth seven points.
What followed was the most
suspenseful and sensational finale
in many years.

Jim Spiering, Mike Bay, and
Frank Jones gave the Blue Jays
an unexpected slight lead going
to the last 100 yards. Anchorman
Roy Beveridge swam a great leg
but was only caught by the
Maryland swimmer who swam
the best 100 yards ever at
Hopkins at 47.8. The final
decision had to be made by, a
computer brought in for the
meet which saw the Terrapins
win the relay by .08 seconds. The
Blue Jay time was more than
four seconds better than their
previous best of the year. The
four swimmers all swam the best
100 yard times of their careers as
the team fell just so short of a
major upset.

Coach Frank Comfort was
understandably disappointed by
the loss but was thrilled by the
fine performances turned in by
all. "We were hoping at best to
get the meet down to the relay
where they, of course, were
considerable favorites. We only
finished first in 4 of 13 events
but our fine depth allowed us to
achieve our goal. I was elated by
the performances of the
swimmers in the relay and
considered this to be the most
spectacular meet to be held in
this area for a long time."

The Blue Jays now own a 6-6
record with most of their losses

coming against NCAA Division 1
teams. Their next meet will be
held at Dickinson College today
as the team prepares for the 29th
Annual MAC Championships to
be held at Homewood pool this
Friday, Saturday, and.Sunday.

Meanwhile in a meet which
perhaps better exhibits the
overall strength of the Hopkins
swimming programs as it has
been built by Coach Frank
Comfort than any other, the
Hopkins "B" team won the first
Tri-State Championship swim
meet against the varsity swim
teams of major universities like
Towson State, Loyola, Morgan
State, Coppin State and York
College among others, at Towson
State.

choose a representative to the
NCAA tourney. Four teams,
Hopkins, Widener, Franklin and
Marshall, and Gettysburg, will vie
for that coveted honor.
Gettysburg, incidentally, is
eligible for post-season play
through the default of Moravian
College. Moravian had a better
record but was disqualified
because it had exceeded the
maximum number of games and,
scrimmages a team is permitted
to play and remain eligible for
the NCAA tournament.

Hopkins will play at Franklin
and Marshall either this Thursday
or Friday (date to be
determined) for the right to face
the winner of the
Widener-Gettysburg game and an
NCAA tourney bid, on Saturday
night

Terps
The Blue Jays out-distanced

second place Towson 139-118
thus avenging an earlier season
defeat administered them by the
Tigers.

Bill Sick highlighted the
Homewood performances by
taking firsts in both the 100 and
200 breast, turning in the best
100 time of any Comforteer ever
unshaved. Tim Culiinan was a
finalist and second place finisher
in both of the above mentioned
events while Ty Lanahan
captured the 200 free.

Hopkins dominated the
diving with Dave Scotti and Jay
Darrell finishing 1-2 in the 3
meter. Scotti - set a new
University .record in the process
and he also won the 1 meter tide.

Hogan's Heroes

Squish squashers
Sweeping a field of five

prominent Eastern schools, the
Hopkins Varsity Women's Squash
team took the top spots in the
University of Pennsylvania
Round Robin Squash
Tournament last Wednesday.
Hopkins fielded two 3-player
teams that ended up playing each
other for the title. Also
represented at the tourney were
University of Pennsylvania, Bryn
Mawr, Swarthmore, Franklin and
Marshall, and Ursinus.

First-place team of Cathy
Cramer. Beth Yanowitz, and
Nancy Tang won all 18 of their
matches en. route to victory.
Taking second place, the team of
Kate Foster, Judith Zosh, and
Marlene Tandy lost only five of
18 matches, three of which were
to the number one JHU team.

Pleased
ComMenting on her team's

performance at the U. Penn
tournament, Coach Joyce Hogan
said, "I expected the team to
make a respectable showing but
was especially pleased with such
outstanding performances."

The squash team, in its first
year, has accumulated a record of
6-2-1, with a win over George.
Washington, losses to F&M and

Brown, .and a tie against the
University of Virginia in
addition to the wins at the U.
Penn tournament.

Hogan explained that few
people have the chance to play
squash before attending college.
For the most part, people with
experience in racquet sports such
as tennis, who can pick up the
fundamentals with relative ease.
take up squash early in their
college years. That is what has
happened at Hopkins: top
players on the women's tennis
team have been given extensive
training in the fundamentals and
strategy of squash. A good
percentage of this year's players
are freshmen, and, with such a
strong first year showing, their
future is very bright.

Commenting on the team's
early problems, Hogan explained
that many questions and some
complaints arose concerning
practice time on the courts
alloted to • the team. But those
questions have turned to support,
as she explained, "The degree of
spectator support in interest in
women's squash I have observed
both at the University of
Pennsylvania and at our matches
here at Hopkins is astounding."


